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REPORT otftHANGES^IN THE COMMUNIST PARTY OTS^ltUTJQN 

' ;[Following is the translation of a pamphlet 
^^'&.::^IAilaaan>^:Dji^^rtä;.' 1959* pages 3*54.J   - 

Comradest In March it has already been almost five 
Sears since our Party held its fifth National,Congress. : 
uring that period, our Party, under the leadership of ;;•• 

the Central Comotittee, headed by Comrade Aidit.» has* ex* 
?erienced many changes* Party membership has> cijtmbed: from 
65,206 to more than 1.5 milliom The number of party 

organizations has spread and extended over.the entire. 
country. The political influence has also climbed; swiftly, 
to an extent that astonishes friend and foe alike>.v The 
results which;have, been achieved by our Party in the 
general elections are evidence of the amazing increase in 
political influence. In the elections for parliament and 
the constituent assembly in 1955, our Party obtained a 
total vote of over six million, while two years later, in 
the 1957 elections for regional representative councils, 
which up to now have not even been completed in all re- 
gions, it obtained a total vote of over eight million. 
Comrades: A true picture of the changes which have been 
experienced by our Party during the periods between the 
Fifth and Sixth National Congresses, particularly concer- 
ning the status of our Party on the Indonesian national 
scene, has already been set forth in the General Report 
of the Central Committee, given by Comrade Aidit. 

What has caused our Party'to be able to progress 
in such headlong fashion in all fields? There are, of 
course, objective factors without and within the nation 
which influence our Party in the sense of aiding our 
Party in achieving its goals. Domestic factors which 
assist Party progress are the high revolutionary spirit 
in the mass of the people, which was particularly accen- 
tuated by the August '45 Revolution, and the damage of 
that August Revolution itself which cannot other than 
have killed spirit, but nevertheless served to awaken 



political consciousness and a revolutionary spirit in the 
central mass of the people. By foreign factors is meant 
the advances made by the forces of Socialism, the forces 
of anti-colonialism, and the struggle for peach* Advances 
in the economic, technical and spiritual fields by coun- 
tries which are fortresses of Socialism demonstrate one 
by one the superiority of Socialism over capitalism. The 
living proofs of the superiority of the Socialistic system 
over capitalism have a strong power of attraction for 
the working class, the farmed, and the intellectual in 
all count: ries. This fact results in strongly aiding and 
arousing critical consciousness among the mass of the 
people in ^neral and ihipiifes their hopes and confidences 
in Socialism» in the Communi#| Pattys It need not be 
explained further that internal and external factors 
counterbalance these.       .'.,■     , 

But aside from these objective factors, there are 
other factors which play a role in determining the progress 
being made by our Party, namely factor^ Within the Party, 
factors arising within the body of the PKl itselfi    What 
is meant by these internal factors is the existence of a 
political program and an organizational program which 
is genuine, or as generally said, the existence of a true 
political front and a true organizational front. 

In what form, basically, should that political and 
organizational program be laid out? None other than in 
the form of the Party Constitution. ■ ■ .■ ■ 

Thus, in other words and abbreviated, it_may be 
said that the progress of our Party basically also comes 
as a reward of the execution of the Party Constitution. 

Comrades: Our Party had, of course, a fairly ade- 
quate new Constitution in 1951. Because of the collapse 
of the plan for a Congress in the year 1948, over^which 
precedence was taken by the Madiun Provocation, the^Con- 
stitution of the Party for 1947, which failed to fulfill 
conditions as a constitution of the Marxist-Leninist Party, 
had perforce to remain valid until 1950. Not untiV the 
beginning of the year 1951 did the new Central Committee, 
led by Comrade Aidit, form a Provisional Constitution to 
replace that of 1947. ■ ■'  [ , , 

With this Provisional Constitution we succeeded 
in forming the Party, even though we were beginners, even 
though we continued for almost a year longer to experience 
a half-underground existence. This terminated with the 
August Suliman upheaval. Taking as;our guide our P°li-v 
tical and organizational programs which formedJrhe bases 
of that Provisional Constitution, we had already succeeded 
in changing the status of the Party from a^small and iso- 
lated party to a party which was of some size and beginning 



to take its place among the fronts of the national entity* 
Our Party member ship, which at the beginning 1952 totalled 
only 7 j910, we had been able to expand -to;-: 126,671 at- the 
end of that year, and it had become 165,206 at the. time 
of the Fifth National Congress in March 1954. Parallel 
with the growth in size and strength of Party organiza- 
tion's , parallelly greater was our Party!£ success. £n vr 
striking blows;at the forces of reaction and-attracting 
strength to the national unity front. In suck .fashion,: 
the flourishing of our Party and the front of -national; -.. 
unity were Influenced, see-saw fashion* And with the . 
force of this Rational front we struck harder blows , one 
by one, at those dominating uä, particularly the imperi- 
alists and landholders in Indonesia,viie.,' the Masiurai^ 
PSI [Padjelis Sjuro Muslfmin Indonesia and Sartai Sosialis 
Indonesia -^Moslem Party and Indonesian Socialist; Party], 
beginning with the blow which caused the downfall of the 
Sukiman Government. ■ ;.•■•<■:. ' - .-i ■-,:■;>: 

It is ;these results of the formation;*of, the. Party, 
based upon this Provisional Constitution of • 195JU which 
have become the determining condition for.the result of 
the Fifth .National Party Congress in March;il?54v 

.In. the Fifth National Congress, the. Provisional 
Constitution, after improvements had been, made, was accept 
ted as the fixed constitution.      j * i   : 

From the above it may be concluded that the race- 
horse progress achieved by our Party during this time 
serves as evidence of the correctness and precision of the 
political line which was determined by the Fifth National 
Congress and the correctness and precision of the politi- 
cal leadership by the Central Committee of our Party after 
the Fifth National Congress, This speed of progress also 
serves as evidence of the correctness and precision of 
the organizational line which was determined by the Fifth 
National Congress, and the correctness and precision of 
the organizational leadership by the Central Committee of 
our.Party after the Fifth National Congress. 

Realities of political line must, of course, go. 
along with realities of organizational line. The Party 
cannot progress or flourish if only one or the other is 
correct and accurate. 

Before the Party Constitution of 1947 was changed, 
fundamental weaknesses and errors had arisen^ damaging 
to our Party, iiW. weaknesses and errors in the organi- 
zational field. With the Party Constitution of 1947, of 
course, it was not possible to develop an organizational 
line and leadership of the organization which were 
straight and true. The 1947 Party Constitution not only 
lacked perfection, but also permitted acts in entire 
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disaccord with the principles of the organization of the 
Communist Party. To mention one example only, under the 
heading "Membership5', there is included a section concer- 
ning what may"be termed special members^ consisting of 
mass organizations. The basic error of the leadership 
of the organization at that time, which made the Party 
very weak* was that of forming organizations with the name 
Socialist Party or Labor Organization» while keeping the 
PKI underground* This error originated with the leaders- 
ship, which of its own volition plaöed itself in an ille- 
gal or semi-illegal position.' ; This mdant willingly limi- 
ting the Party's activities and freedom of movement. It 
stands to reason that as a(result of«this, a genuine Party 
man caftnot become' important  and potent*        ;.,■-. 

These organizational errors at that time did not 
stick out to catch the eye, böcäüäe they were not gene^ 
rally understood by the public nor even by the majority 
of the Party members. What did meet the eye ät that time 
was in the field of politics, i.e., the evil consequences 
for Linggardjati and the Renville Agreement. In point 
of fact, the really fundamental ills which existed in our 
Party at that time were flaws in organization. Evils in 
the leaders of the organization had already rendered our 
Party an organization entirely meaningless and impotent, 
really just a sort of political compromise with Linggardjati 
and Renville. An attitutde which from the beginning has 
aggrandized the power of the Dutch and other imperialists 
and always minimized the strength of the Indonesian Revo- 
lution and everything allied with it, i.e., the anti-impe- 
rialist forces, and added to the errors of the organiza- 
tional leaders. This weakened the Party and inclined it 
more in the direction of that compromise policy. 

Comrade Musso likes to say that the policies of 
Linggardjati and Renville wouldn't have had such lasting 
effect had we not made errors in the organizational field 
which were so serious and basic. For that reason it is 
clearly no accident that the corrections in the organiza- 
tional field constitute the very first chapter in the 
"New Road" Resolution. 

Comrades: Recalling briefly the organizational evils 
that occurred in the Party during the years of the Revolu- 
tion of August 1945, as they are pointed up in the "New 
Road", it may be understood even more clearly that the 
Party Constitution approved by the Fifth National Congress 
will genuinely be the expression of the "New Road" in 
the organizational field. 

Now, during this Congress, we are also to discuss 
changes in the Party Constitution which the Fifth Congress 



approved. But doesn't this mean that there are still errors 
and shortcomings.: in that constitution? 

In general, the lines and principles of::organization 
togetheriwith regulations determined in the,Constitution 
approved-;bjr the fifth Congress have been reinforcedin ap- 
plicability by practical experience in örgaöization: during 
this period» Accordingly, the existence of proposals for 
changes, at this, time emphatically does not affect the 
principles already determined by previous congresses« >0n 
the one ;hand,.thpse>proposed changes specify more "defif • 
nitely the applicability and clarify the intent of the/, 
formulations of lines and principles and regulations which 
are in general already valiid, on the Other hand such pro- 
posed1 Changes, take the form of a basic expression oforr.. . 
ganizational principles based upon practicalv experience  • 
during this period» In the'following I shall give; the v .* v 
reasons for various of the proposed changesrand- othfer 
explanations concerning various parts of the;Constitution 
which have not • been subject- to alteration, but which 
according:to:experience clearly are not sufficiently under- 
stood or* still lack, points of specificity as.to their ef- 
fectuation.-   e 

I» Preamble to the Constitution. 

Comrades: Our Party Constitution consists of two 
basic parts,.namely the General Constitutional Program 
and the section of Constitutional regulations. These two ; 
parts constitute one unity. A member in agreeing to the 
Party Constitution agrees not only to the Constitutional 
regulations which are included within the constitution, 
but also agrees to the General Program as a base and guide 
for. his activity.. The General Constitutional Program is 
a political program and an organizational program, based 
on the .Party, whereas various of the Constitutional regu- 
lations are basic Party determinations regulating the 
private lifei [of the member?]. In this present Proposed 
Constitutional change, there is really no change .in the 
purpose and basic content; we are changing the term . 
General Program of the Constitution to Preamble to the 
Constitution. .By General Program of the Constitution, 
it should be emphasized, was meant no more and no less 
than a preamble to the Constitution. Thus in this respect 
we are only changing the name -f General Program to Pre-: 
amble. The purpose of this change of name is merely 
that of avoiding confusion when we mention the General 
Program of the Constitution with the Party Program, which 
is a totally separate Party document and which is usually 
also referred to as having two basic portions, i.e. the 
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General Program and the Accessory Program. 
This Preamble to the Constitution is the same as the 

previous General Program of the Constitution in that it 
does as before contain the political program and the orga- 
nizational program basic to the Party. For this reason, we 
claim that in changing the name General Program to Preamble, 
we have not changed its intent. It still concerns the ba- 
sic content, which has undergone no change whatever. It 
contains, as previously, short statements concerning the 
nature of the Party and its theory, concerning human nature, 
motivating forces, duties, and forces which are obvious 
in the Indonesian revolution, concerning the basic policy 
of the Party and the conditions which the Party must 
possess, concerning criticiseiand self-criticism within 
the Party, concerning thö dtköö |röht, and concerning the 
principles of Party organizationi 

Comrades* As respects Party theory, we are making 
changes in formulation in the Preamble* We state now^ 
for example, "All the work of the PKI is based On Marxist- 
Leninist theory". We mention the theory only as Marxism- 
Leninism, and we do not mention the names of the great 
pupils of Marx, Engels and Lenin, who themselves expounded 
Marxism-Leninism, just as did Comrade Stalin and Comrade 
Mao Tse-tung. Nor do we include the "Great Musso Correc- 
tion". This change is in no sense intended to mean that 
the previous formulation was faulty.  It was of course 
because of Comrade Stalin and Comrade Mao Tse-tung, whom 
[whose teachings] at that time we made a basis for 
the struggle to renew our Party. Also, at that time we 
were fighting hard enough to carry out the Great Musso 
Correction to the fullest. 

Now it is perhaps not wrong if we state that we 
have already effected completely the Great Musso Correction, 
formulated to become the "New Road" resolution. For that 
reason it was no longer felt necessary that it be included 
in the Preamble. 

Concerning the teachings of Comrade Stalin and 
Comrade Mao Tse-tung, we may state that the general reali- 
ties included in them which are valid for Indonesia, are 
included as well in the general principles of Marxism- 
Leninism. The formulation in the Preamble states that 
"Since Marxism-Leninism is not a dogma but a guide for 
action, the PKI will accordingly within its activities 
hold to the general principles of Marxism-Leninism so far 
as is practical in the Indonesian revolutionary struggle. 
With this formulation, not only are the teachings of 
Comrade Stalin and Comrade Mao Tse-tung included, but 
further than that, it once and for all gives us a reminder 
not to become dogmatic. 



Concerning th6 dangers which we must oppose, the 
Preamble now includes also the danger of revisionism, both 
new and pld. TSv^s is of importance. It is so because to 
combat modert revisionism means right now to fight' for 
solidarity arid^ unity of the world Communist movement. 
However we Iqiow. it, the danger of modern rev^i:sxon,iSJn lies 
in its role*.of breakingSolidarity and disrupting the 
unity of the world Communist movement, such as. is being ; 
carried on % the leaders of the Communist teague;of Yugo- 
slavia. In ideology, revisionism, old äs well 4s moderni 
is the same as reformism and social democracy. 

Later dp, concerning our Weltanschauung, the for- 
mulation of the Preamble now states that the PKJ-disputes 
the wbr logout look of idealism and metaphysics pit With this 
alteration, we intend to pbiht up the sharp cphfllct of 
idealism and metaphysics with the world of maiterial dia- 
lectics, "For the direct opposite of materialism is '■:; 
idealism and that of dialectics is metaphysics*\ 

The, F]KZ disputes an idealistic view of the worldi 
since the man: who believes in an ideal world, in the 
way of ea5jlaihing.it: or comprehending it is phe' who be- 
lieves, in, a.spiritual being greater than the material. 
In every-day practical existence, people who;believe in 
an ideal world 4p not see and do not wish to: see any cor«- 
rection in creation *    On the other hand, we whip see a 
materialistic world, emphatically deny anything which 
takes the form of. a spirit, as reactionaries have so long 
scorned us for; doliig. On the contrary, we regard mate- 
rialism as more important than spirituality.:' In every-day 
practical life, as the mirror image of the idealists, 
it is we, the materialists, who seek out and point out 
the corrections to be made in creation. 

... The PKI also disputes metaphysics or metaphysical 
thinking because persons who think metaphysically regard 
anything as being isolated from the state of its surroun- 
dings, and as isolated from change and development. The 
man who thinks,metaphysically regards all objects as sepa- 
rated, one from the other, denying their mutual relation-? 
ship, regarding-everything as if it were fixed and immo- 
bile, denying change and development. On the other hand, 
we who think dialecticaily regard things always as being 
mobile, and look ,.for the existence of a reciprocal rela- 
tionship between the thing and its environment, and have 
as our goal the Search for change and improvement in the 
world. '• 

With the distinctipn that the PKI world outlook 
is that of the material dialectic and the materialism 
of history is Marxist^Leninist,.does this mean that we 
say that materialism is Marxist-Leninist, or that when 
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we say dialectic we mean Marxist-Leninist, and with histo- 
rical materialism, does that mean the principles of the 
dialectic method and material Marxist-Leninist philoso- 
phy broadened to the study of mankind and the history 
of mankind? Because there are, of course, kinds of ma* 
terialism which are not Marxist-Leninist* among others, 
non-dialectic materialism, or mechanical materialismt 
and there exist also dialectics which are not Marxist- 
Leninist, the dialectic of Hegel, for example, which is 
not materialistic. 

Every member and would-be member of the Party 
must possess' or study for the possession of the world 
outlook of dialectic mater^alis^ This means having, or 
studying to have, the mätJerialiilic View of the world and 
a dialectic meanä Of thou&htl Öialectic material philo- 
sophy is of the same meaning at a dialectic materialistic 
view of the world. Therefore with the word "world-outlook" 
is meant also "philosophy". 

But can our Party s membership, the lär&e majority 
of which consists of laborers and farmers, have ä philo- 
sophy or study a philosophy? Isn't philosophy a quite 
complicated discipline, only knowledgeable to the erudite? 

Of course, to arrange and formulate a philosophical 
viewpoint as a firm and systematic thing is not easy. 
This work is only carried on by philosophers. But this 
fact certainly doesn't mean that philosophy can't be 
possessed or can't be understood by the mass of the 
people. Because philosophy is nothing more than our most 
generalized viewpoint about the state of the world and 
our place in it. 

For that reason, every man really has his own kind 
of philosophy, even though he never studied it. And every 
man is, of course, influenced by his philosophical view- 
points, even though he does not feel what he possesses 
it and cannot formulate it. 

For example, take the opinion that wealth or 
poverty is a matter of luck, and that every suffering or 
enjoyment which we experience is a turn of fortune or a 
test which must be received alike with an attitude of 
equanimity — such is one philosophical viewpoint. 

The formulation and codification of philosophical 
viewpoints are the fruit of the toil of philosophers. 
But the content of those viewpoints themselves cannot 
but have their social bases within the thoughts which 
mirror human activity and human relations. Since society 
is divided into classes, every philosophical viewpoint 
is also a class viewpoint/ 

A world view of dialectical materialism and histo- 
rical Marxist-Leninist materialism are the world outlooks 
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of the working class. Such a view can help ^ jcmm nan 
to understand the state of the world and his placei in it, 
how he can alter the world and alter society elevate the 
potency of man above nature and free mankind :from oppres- 
sion ^d^perstition. ^ ^ ^ ^^^   a ?arty 
duty to indoctrinate each member so ttot\h^c<ms€iously 
possesses and employs a world outlook or P^??^? *J*?h 
is Marxist-Leninist, Only by such a course^will^Marxist- 
Leninist* philosophy be enabled to extend itself to become 
the property of the mass of people and becomea_weapon 
in the strife against the parasitic classes. . Not to have 
a philosophy in actuality means to accept things in .an 
uncritical mariner i arid thus m use the philosophy of 
the parasitic classes. ."■■•.■••■•;■<•* ■•■".,, . ■"■, ,\ -;-.-y';"' -'  "^^ 

In order to form a materialist viewpoint among 
Pa^y members, we must run courses packed with guidance 
for members,, instructing them to seek every truth in 
existence.* ,-■»■■ °j_j' t_ :  i t Comrades: Concerning the section which explains 
human nature, motivating forces, duties, and aspirations 
which are predominant in the Indonesian Revolution, the 
Preamble.has been subjected only to a little editorial 
improveinent here and there. .-..-•.,::    , 

In understand this section more clearly, read 
Comrade 4idif" s brochure concerning the basis^of .the Indo- 
nesian r^olv-tion ("Masjarakat Indonesia dan Revolusi m 
Indonesia»').' But since so many questions have arisen in 
these proposed Constitutional changes which will have to 
be discussed!, it was felt best to give a little explana- 
tion concerning, this section.  . . . ■  ^  fc  < „„„„«^-s«» 

In the currently used preamble, two terms concerning 
the status of Indonesia are used, these being not yet 
fully free" and "half-colonized". We utilize these two , 
terms in the same sense. This is because a portion of the 
territory of Indonesia, namely West Irian, is still colonized 
entirely by Dutch imperialism, and on the other hand the 
economy in portions of territory which does already lie_ 
in Indonesian control is not solely under the control of 
the Republic of Indonesia, but is to a large extent still 
controlled by imperialists because of its backwardness. _ 
Thus, politically, save in West Irian, we may say that there 
presently exists political freedom, but that economically, 
Indonesia is still colinized by foreign imperialists. It 
is as if the entire territory of Indonesia were already 
ruled by the Republic,of Indonesia, but the economy of 
Indonesia were still dominated or strongly dependent upon 
imperialistic nations, in which condition Indonesia cannot 



yet be said to be fully free. Political power can never be 
entirely separated from economic potential* and in fact it 
is exactly the economic potential which constitutes the 
basis for political power. For this reason it.is impossible 
for any nation to possess full power in the political field 
if the econofay of that nation is still dominated or strong- 
ly dependent upon other nations, imperialistic nations. 
It is thui^ clear that: any nation which is not yet free in 
the economic field is also a nation which is not yet free 
fully in the political sensö. that iö the reason, however 
it may be explained in the general report of Comrade Aidit, 
that we may draw the conclusion that, although politically 
Indonesia may already be termed free, since ;its economy is 
Still colonial* it remains in fact still half^colonized. 

But although the words "titti yet fully free" and the 
word -"half- colonized" in fact: contain the same sense, 
people usually hear these two words with different feelings. 
For the purpose of carrying out a particular strategem, we 
employed these two terms of like meaning. Accordingly, 
both terms Will appear in the Preamble.  :; 

To be able to understand who is genuinely Referred 
toby the term Indonesian revolutionary, we must first 
understand clearly the reality of the Indonesian revolu- 
tion. It is stated In the Preamble that the Indonesian 
Revolution in its present stage is a bourgeois-democratic 
new type, or the revolution of a People's Democracy, namely 
the revolution of the masses in a broader sense, guided by 
the proletariat. 

This means that even though basically the Indonesian 
revolution in its present stage has a bourgeois-democratic 
form, its direction is nevertheless no longer toward the 
form of a capitalistic society and a nation under bourgeois 
dictatorship, but a socialistic system undergoing a system 
of dictatorial power like that of the revolutionary class, 
namely People's Democracy. For that reason it is self- 
evident that the duty and responsibility determined by 
history for the Indonesian Revolution to be able to reach 
its objective goal, the leadership cannot do other than 
fall on the shoulders of the working class. The difference 
with the bourgeois-democratic revolution of the old type 
lies in the direction of its objective, i.e., an old- 
type bourgeois-democratic revolution has as its goal the 
creation of a capitalistic society and a nation of bour- 
geois dictatorship. For this reason, the leadership of 
old-type bourgeois-democratic revolutionaries may not and 
must not be in the hands qf the bourgeois class. 

But what are the factors which determine that the 
Indonesian revolution in its present stage must take a 
new-type bourgeois-democratic form? 

10 



Comrades: In the Preamble,.- is stated that the factors 
which determine the form of a ^ew-type bourgeois democracy 
in the Indonesian revolution a|e: ai> Indonesia which is 
not fully free and still half-pudal, the motiva^ting force 
of the Indonesian revolution beding the working class, the 
farmers, the'petit-bourgeoisie and other democratic 
ments which were harmed by imperialism; the fact that 
there already exists in Indonesia a ^ojarrainistVEarty grow- 
ing stronger and more influential day by day in present 
international conditions. These factors reoiprbcally 
determine' one another, until the totality takes the form 
of a unity which is not isolated»      ; 

Indonesia being not yet fully free* or still half- 
colonial and still half-feudalj: means that 4 great part of 
the economy is an agricultural ebbtti^my Which iä  still very 
backward and Mlf-feudal. Basically, the economy of Indo- 
nesia still has a colonial form, and is an Import-export 
economy, much dependent upon foreign shipping* A nation, 
although its economy is not wholly capitalistic, ä large 
portion of whose economy is still half-feudal agricultural* 
will never be able directly to give birth to the Socialist 
revolution. Revolution in a country of this:sort basir 
cally can do nothing other than take the form of an agra- 
rian revclutiohj i.e., a revolution of the farmers to 
obtain land to cultivate. A revolution which basically 
does not destroy but in fact bestows the right of associate 
ownershJlp^oT^lie means of production, that is to say one 
which gives land as associative property right to the far- 
mers, is obviously clearly not a Socialist revolution, but 
a bourgeois-democratic revolution. It is for that reason 
that revolutions in colonial nations are usually termed 
agrarian revolutions, i*e.v revolutions of ,'tihe farmers. 

But the, Indonesian revolution, even though it takes 
a bad form because of its epoch can no longer bear the bad 
form of the old type, i.e., it cannot fully bear a bourgeois 
form. The bourgeois-democratic revolution, old type, only : 
occurred during the period of the flourishing of capitalism. 
But the Indonesian revolution has occurred precisely at a C 
time of imperialism, a period of world proletarian revolu* 
tion and further,' in a period when Socialist nations have 
already sprung up, where Socialism has already become 
the world system. Viewed from the temporal aspect alone, 
since the Indonesian revolution directly strikes at and 
weakens world imperialism, it has become a part Of the 
world proletarian revolution. Like it or not, the Indo- 
nesian revolution is one of the world proletariat. Like 
it or not, the Indonesian revolution means an increase in 
strength for existing Socialist nations and the world 
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working class movement * This means that, like it or not, 
the Indonesian, revolution makes Indonesia One-of the 
nations of the Socialist redoubt and the world;working 
class movement, ;$or they have in the past and will con- 
tinue in the future Increasingly to weaken the strength 
of imperalismV which has become the particular enemy of   - 
the Indonesian devolutionx  so they, overtly or noty ■ consti- 
tute a force? for 'thef Indonesian revolution i And the cir- 
cumstance,"of course, cannot be denied that the nations 
of the Socialist redoubt and the world-working class     ; 
movement have and will continue tQ give strength to the 
Indonesian revolution. For that ?eäson„ recognized or 
not, the nations of the Socialist redwbfe and the,world 
working class movement arö the ^ of 
the.Indonesiansrevolution**.^-.^■^k^.,:-.^-^-:,■■■- w- ■       ■* 

Seen from the viewpoint of the status of the Indo- 
nesian working; class itself, of course one circumstance 
which we must accept is that the Indonesian working class 
is small in number compared with, the peasant^ in an era 
wherein the, working class is still young, as compared to   " 
the working classes of Europe, ;*and its cultural level 
still low -compared with that of the bourgeois Class. 
But so far asthetough struggle itself goes, brought on 
by the progress, <?f ^the world working cl^ssi especially 
the working class movement which had already achieved its 
goal with the establishment of Socialist nations, lead 
by the working^c^aas"( of Russialn the g#^at Socialist October 
Revolution of 1$17■', "the Indonesian working blass has air  C 
ready been ablef-.to: achieve a> level o^^isitical awareness 
and organization which makes it  satisfäct6% tQ st^d as 
a class force.; This is evidenced by th£ existence of our 
party, the Indonesian Conimunist Party.  :   y i 

The existence of an Indonesian Communist Party, 
i.e.* the party of the working class, of; Indonesia, means that 
the working class and the mass qf workers of Indonesia alrea- 
dy possess their own political leadership and do not need > 
to follow the; pol it ical leadership of the bourgeois clas s;- : 
Furthermore*, in üthe revolution the working class which is 
already classrconscious and; already has its own political * 
guidance^ is certainly; not; going to hand over leadership 
of the revolution to, the;*bourgeoisie;  • 

By the same token it is clear, that the existence 
of a PKI,;and furthermore a KP which is growing in strength 
and influence with the passage oft timei constitutes one  > ? 
factor which detemiries that the, Indonesian revolution 
cannot longer take, the former bourgeois-democratic form; 
but takes a new bourgeo,is??democratic form as ^transitional 
form towards the' Socialist revolution; 
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Since the Indonesian revolution is the revolution 
of a People's Democracy which will continue and rise to a 
Socialist revolution, its moving forces cannot be other 
than the classes who can accepf Socialism. *;•' Outside the 
working classv it is only the peasants anid the petit*- , 
bourgeoisie who can accept Socialism, tabor, the peasantry, 
and the petit-bourgeoisie can accept Socialism because they 
are basically not parasitic classes, but of the masses. 

A natiöftäl bourgeois class, even be it national, 
is still a parasitic class. For this reason it cannot only 
not accept Socialism but indeed opposes it, especially be- 
fore the strength of the revolution is sufficiently great. 
For this reason, too. the national bourgeois class is not 
a moving factök in the, revolution of a. People's Democracy. 
A national böurjgeöiö cLä&kt- öf^i course, is able to and 
necessarily joins up to defined limits in the revolution, 
but it can also at a certain time and under Certain condi- 
tions depart from and oppose the revolution. 

':'^Thfr^!ilt^gü(8t'1945 revolutiln was a failure, even 
though the eommunists at that time took a very active role, 
both iät the time of preparation for the Proclamation as 
well äs in:carrying out every part of the revolutionary 
cycle, down to the fighting On the front line. As a 
basic result, besides the treachery of the comprador 
bourgeoisie who got up the Madiun Provocation and went on 
to establish the KMB [The Round Table Agreement], millions 
upon millions of the mass of peasants were not aroused 
and drawn into the revolution. 

'; What is the significance of the millions and millions 
of the mass of peasants not having been aroused and attracted 
to the revolution? 

In the Preamble an explanation is made concerning 
the weakness of the Indonesian working class in the August . 
1945 Revolution, namely that the working class at that time 
lacked awareness of its role as the revolutionary leader. 
This fact brought about the result that the PKI as the ■..-, 
Party of the working class at that time suffered a loss of 
freedom o£ action in the organizational and political 
fields. Because of this weakness, our Party at that time 
was not yet able to further a revolutionary and agrarian 
program, one which appropriately should have been carried 
out as a matter of consciousness in the daily struggle. 
Thus it is clear that the significance of the millions and 
millions of the masses of peasants not having been aroused 
and drawn into the revolution was the failure of progress 
of a revolutionary agrarian program. 

Comrades* Since it has now been possible to overcome 
party fractures resulting from past evils and as a result 
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of the Madiun Provocation, there is no longer included in 
the present Preamble the matter of curing the Party's wounds 
arising from old.evils and from theJ^diun ;Pr.ovocation. 

In relation to the question of association in the 
national unity ■■£jr,ont., in the Preamble it is now explained 
that the PKI strives for the effectuation of political 
efqüality fpr all ^ 
differences and; their degree of progress :or backwardness j 
and for the effectuation of equal rights for tev^ry Citizen 
without regard to descent orreligious;'..belief♦ ;;vJfith this 
statement we intend to import the understaniJittg that in 
carrying out,the%>rk of tb^n^Hohal unity f^ont^ it must 
be especially viewed from th^st^dpöint of the classes 
which can be unified because *he^^ 
basis for unification. But w^ ^st al^o remet^er/ two 
other factors of great importance» ;na^lytj^i racial factor 
involving the minorities of foreign decent, and the reli- 
gious' factor. " ,..'•..' ••■•>::■■'■ \ 

The- Indonesian peopie consists of many.races and 
minorities of foreign descent > and because of :ithe influence 
of religion, particularly the Islamic religion:, among the 
masses, if we are not able to fix upon a correct political 
standpoint toward race and minority of foreign descent, as 
well as toward"•religion, the wprH; of the nnity front of 
our .Party will face additional difficulties and complexi- 
ties, so many that ,it could fail.: \:.> v ,■/•.'.' 

Comrades; , in the %reamble there is now included 
a comment concerning the possibility of a peaceable tran- 
sition to Socialism. This:has great and important signi- 
ficance both theoretically and practically*. ; 

'*"'"   The defenders and propagandists of the imperialists,-, 
including the leaders of, the Masjumi-PSI, ;who, overtly or 
covertly, directly or indirectly join, in taking a part in iir 
or abetting the revolt: and fierce terror of the"PRRI- 
Peraesta'% [unidentified] and DJ-TII {ÖarulIslam -- insurr 
gent group inJava and Tli-Tentara Islam Indonesia — 
Islamic Army of Indonesia, a related insurgent group] point: 
the finger of scojrn at us: as vCppamunists and depict Commu- 
nism as consisting of perspns thirsty for blood, who always 
and everywhere seek to use'force to reach their goals. 

It is clearj from this viewpoint alone; i.&i from 
the viewpoint of practical everyday work in facing the 
scornful propaganda of the reactionaries who continually 
seek to frighten the masses with horrible bogies concern* 
ing the course of firmness, we can conceive the importance 
of presenting the possibility .of transition to Socialism 
by peaceful means. With the,-certainty that we shall 
strive with all our might to make that possibility a 
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reality, we can show once and for alt that if force may be 
used also,'however it may be dlpicated, it will not be 
begun nor will it come from the Communist side and is ab- 
solutely not, desired by the Communists. -^    - 

^coiedüigly^ even though the IndoheöiänpediEiile, es- 
pecially Tabor and the peasants, possess'["& revolutionary 
tradition, nonetheless the revolutionary bourse which 
must be followed by them presents great coliplexities. That 
is the reasoh why it is stated in the Preamble that in order 
to lead our long-term and unique revolution, we must possess 
qualities, "such as ä revolutionary awareness and awareness 
of the difficulty of the job, based upon theoretical trust- 
worthiness, which internally and externally in full form 
opposes deviationism, capitulation, and adventurism. 

Cpiaräde^s:  In reviewing the birth of" Our;Party as 
the- heir and continuation of the heroic arid revolutionary 
struggle of the Indonesian people, with the heroic eviden- 
ces of the peoples struggle, the Preamble to bur Constitu- 
tion now includes additionally the rebellions arid revolts 
which had a history of opposing Dutch colonialism and 
Japariese military occupation. Concerning^ the Revolution 
of August 1945; it is pointed out in the Preamble that it 
formed:a most important aspect of the history of the 
struggle1 of the Indonesian people, for it constituted 
the spearhead of the heroic struggle which gives the most 
extensive arid deep revolutionary tradition to the entire 
Indonesian people. 

From this it is clear that what is meant in the 
Preamble by "other democratic elements damaged by impe- 
rialism" as moving forces of the Indonesian1revolution 
is not the national bourgeois class but people or groups 
of classes other than the working class* the peasantry, 
and the petit-böurgeoisie who will take ä part in the 
revolution. Thus this is possible also for persons or 
groups of the national bourgeois class. 

If it is already clear that the basic moving 
force of the Indonesian revolution is the working class, 
the peasants, and the petit-bourgeoisie, which may also be 
interpreted to mean that the Indonesian revolution is a 
revölutiori of the working class, the peasants, and the 
petit-bourgebisie, then it is also clear that any persons 
whoever or any class whatever may fee included as clansmen 
of the Iridoriesiari revolution. Domestically, those who 
may be included as allies iri the revolution are the working 
class and elements outside the working class, the peasants 
and the petit-bourgeoisie, who can join in taking part in 
the revolution as a nätiörial bourgeois class. Abroad, it 
is the same forces which can aid in strengthening the 
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Indonesian revolution directly or indirectly, such as the ; 
international working class, the Socialist nations, the 
masses and the colonised peoples in Asia,; Africa, and Latin 
America, etc. .     .,■:"■:■,:... . .■>--'-\-<,-* ■}'■ '■ .;';';-. '- ,.>:■'„_■'.;■ ■"■■■'''-± ■ 

Comrades:. Concerning the distinguishing features of 
the Indonesian revolution, in the Preamble'jit is stated 
that the Indonesian revolution has flourished in a unique 
fashion, is of long duratrion, and of; singular form. ; The . 
factors which have caused this are: first,° Indonesia s 
being not; yet fully free and still half-feudal» which 
signifies that the strength of our enemy remains great. 
Second, Indonesia is ä nation of scattered islands, of 
large population but unevenly distributed and consisting 
of many racial groups of unequaldegreeofprogress,-all 
Of which adds up, to difficulty .in carrying ön communica- 
tion, and the existence of Variances in the level;of aware- 
ness as well as experience in the popular movement among 
the various racial groups in various parts of the archi- 
pelagoes. The entirety of this to a certain degree means 
an increment in the strength of our enemy.    ; 

Theoretically, advancing the matter of the possi- 
bility of transiton to Socialism by peaceful means, means 
advancing the doctrine that Marxista-Lenihism certainly. 
'does not indicate precisely the same route tcward Socialism 
for all countries during all epochs and under.various inter- 
national conditions. This means also.£hat we Marxist-  - 
Leninists do not tie ourselves down with problems-of the 
fotmi the methods, and the means of effectuating the re- 
volution, for one and all o£ these depend upon the com- 
parison between the forces of the established class, on 
the organizational level of the working class and its 
enemy, uoön the cleverness of the working class in attrac- 
ting allies tc its side, particularly the peasants, and 
taking into•account the daraoeratic foundations, the cusr 
toms and traditions, one and sll, of the country.   ,    ' 

Marx ones stated that there were countries such 
as America and England, where the working class could 
achieve i-s purpose through peaceful means. Marx made,  < 
this exception:,* taking into account the institutions, 
customs, Hsid traditions ox the countries referred to. But 
Lenin in 1917 wrote that under the new conditions of the 
capitalist monopoly, due to the growthof a bureaucratic 
police apparatus in England and America, the exception 
which had been enunciated by Marx was no longer valid. 
Therefore, Lenin always insisted that the working class 
simply preferred to take power into its hands by peace-.  : 
ful means. Further, Lenin once predicted that in a small 
bourgeois country, a peaceable transition to Socialism , 
could possibly occur if there existed neighboring Socialist 
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countries. This indicates that it is not along the balance 
of class forces in the country under discussion, but also 
the existence of triumphant Socialism.in neighboring 
countries which influences or joins in determining the 
road of transition to Socialism in that country. This 
means also that in viewing the problem of revolutionary 
courses during the present period, we must take as a 
guide a close reckoning of the class balance in various 
countries and the balance of the force of classes through- 
out the"world« Conformant to these doctrines; of Marx and 
Lenin, i.e., reckoning the objective conditions of world 
class balances.and democracy on the one hand and the 
forces of imperialism on the other$ and based upon the 
experiences of the countries of Eastern Europe whose 
transition to. Socialism did hot invariably involve civil 
war, Comrade Khrushchev at the iÖth Congress of the CPSU 
advanced a conclusion that under present conditions certain 
nations do possess a clear possibility for peaceful tran- 
sition to Socialism. 

For as in Indonesia, if we speak concerning the 
possibility of a peaceful transition to Socialism, what 
is meant is the possibility of arrival at the potency of 
a People's. Democracy in a peaceable way*.-*For- if a People's 
Democratic system, as a transitional form towards Socialism, 
carf be: arrived at peaceably, then this means also a possi- 
bility for the continuation of the transition of the Popu- 
lar Democratic System into Socialism peaceably. But what 
are the possibilities that the achievement of the potency 
of Popular Democracy in our country peaceably will take 
form as a concrete possibility? 

In the Preamble is explained that the PKI struggles 
with all its strength for the conversion of that possibility 
into a reality. And if, it depended upon the PKI, the peace- 
ful road, the parliamentary road^ would be the one chosen 
and there would always be a parliament, and the PKI would 
strive to obtain a stable parliamentary majority in mass 
actions, so that it could be depended upon that parliament 
really represented the apparatus of the great popular ,. 
masses' wishes in effecting fundamental changes in the 
fields of economy, society, and national organization.5 

And there exists a possibility to achieve this end, re- 
calling the growing speed of spread of political and or- 
ganizational awareness of the people in opposing the for- 
ces of the landowners and the comprador-bourgeoisie, and 
recalling the favorable state of international conditions 
at present. 

But the question is whether the reactionary classes 
will allow theiworking people under the leadership of our 
Party to set up a People's power through peaceful means; 
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whether they will not rather use force to suppress and beat 
down the growth of the people's power, for 6xample> by 
forcibly abolishing the rights of democratic freedom of 
the people, and also with force hamstringing or entirely 
abolishing parliament. 

The experience of the people in Pakistan, and 
just now in Kerala, India, must emphatically serve as 
study objects for Us;■■ For that reasph, in discussing the 
matter of the possibilities for arriving at a Peoplers 
Democracy via peaceful means, in the Preamble it is stated 
that the PKI must stress the necessity of being on guard. 
But we must continually remember that accordiing to the 
teaching of Marxism-Leninism such a peaceful course occurs 
in Marixm-Leninism as an exception which is to the advan- 
tage of the working classj and that every transition to 
socialism, even a .peaceful one, is "a revolution* And 
concerning revolution, Lenin stated, ".,* the falient point 
most distinguishing and uniform about this resolution and 
the condition for its success, previously and now, is 
the organisation of the proletarian mass, the organiza- 
tion of the working class. In this organization of the 
millions of working; people lie the ideal conditions for 
revolution, the spring most productive for its success." 

In this connection there is something of importance 
now stated in the Preamble that, bearing always in mind 
the special conditions of the Indonesian revolution which 
will determine a particular route towards Socialism for 
Indonesia, our Party will draw its study material from 
the rich experience of the working class movement of 
the entire world, especially the working class movement 
which has already borne fruit in setting up Socialism. 
This means that further than recognizing that peculiar 
doctrines exist in various nations, nonetheless the general 
doctrine valid for all nations in transit to Socialism 
emphatically cannot be:forgotten, i.e., that the determi- 
nant and vital factor is the political leadership of the 
working class led by its vanguard, the Marxist-Leninist 
party. 

Comrades: The last portions of the Preamble explain 
with clear formulations criticism-self-criticism, mass 
action, and the principle of democratic centralism as vital 
factors for the flourishing and centralization of the Party, 
politically, ideologically, and organizationally. Concer- 
ning all this no further commentary is necessary, since it 
is already clear enough in itself, and it will be possible 
to clarify its meaning further in the understanding of the 
Constitutional Regulations. Criticism and self-criticism, 
raassJ action, and the principle of democratic centralism 
are the content of spirit and intent of the Constitutional 
Regulation of our Party. So much for the Preamble. 
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II.     Constitutional Regulations. 
Comrades:    Among the paragr?fhs°f «he institutional 

sections:        : ■ -V, ^   n Membership.    According to the 
Constitutional Ifgulations ^.individual -y^come a 
Party member after he kaj.^ached the age öt 10 

STS^a^pSSSSffSS^ JMT^^IS* to be 
adequate ^\*ttt%S

±?t£g,tel as'a Party member, he 

„ust ÄVÄÄ 2MS&SÄ ST 
n^ÄÄ^^ 
is really the same - the duties fully tn the bright to vote 

undSgone to fulfill one's intention to become a Party 

member. ^   ;_Dm      qualification for membership, 

upon their respective social origin.     agricultural P    The first group consists of ^bor, agricultu™ 

Ä SSch^ByÄ^Äf tSllhe 
period may b^f^L^rcm the proletarian and semi-pro- acceptance of a member rrom triepr™r* ,     «j^s iS 
letarian grcuphas no partx«g^^rgES* PSry is the 
something which.-« natural, tor tne v»     cities, as 
**S2l^^S?ä5o^,C«Sir^.^näS in part 
explained ^"^"^"ive thelr „ares from middlemen, 
^ÄnTmen^rlcycIe men „ho own their own tricycle, 

experience, and their tri£l perioa -s    ycumstance that 
conditions are necessary ^ecause^pf the circ    usually 
the ideology of per sons coming g«™* y possess ideas 
somewhat complicated, and they J^^nadeauate for facing 
disruptive of Party discipline and ^g^ial functionaries 
the fierce revolutionary struggle. Official runctx 
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are included In this group, not including the lowest grade, 
who come under the first group. 

'Tha-third-group consists of revolutionary persons 
who were formerly of the middle class and, above that, from 
the parasitic class. Their ideology is indeed more at 
variance with and it-is more dlff icult--for them-to accept 
the program and the discipline of the Party. For that rea- 
son, their 'acceptance as members' must; "be- vouched for by 
Party members'who^are really experienced and must be agreed 
to by a Party-Committee"of' rather high statusy and they 
must undergo a two-year trial period. 

The fourth- CTöUP. consisting of persons;who have 
already placed their trust in another policy and-have at 
some time beeii member's of another! party* Their acceptance 
as Party members,-according to Constitutional Regulation, 
must be vouched for by Party members of evexr more experi- ■ 
ence and must be agreed to by a Party Committee of even 
higher status. 'But a distinction must be made between a 
former member of'another party who was an ordinary nember 
and a former mdmber of the leadership. And a distinction 
must be made between persons who entered another party  . 
only in consequence of something which had the effect of 
force, or because they were registered in wholesale with- ; 
out' their agreement. As respects them, if during their 
membership they did not engage in political activity of 
that party, the Constitutional Regulation concerning ,y 
reception of new/persons as members is valid in accordance 
with their respective class. 

■After the changes in the Constitution, it Is now 
determined that a Party member who has been suspended may 
be readmitted as a member by decision of the Party Commit- 
tee which suspended him and in accordance with the methods 
determining the acceptance of new members. The previous 
seniority of membership of anyone who has been suspended 
and readmitted as a Party member will not be counted. 
It; is also stated'in the present Constitutional Regulations 
that a candidate member is free to leave the Party.: . For 
that reason, if there is a request from a candidate member 
of member to be freed, a:meeting of the body haying juris- 
diction must decide; whether to eliminate his name from 
the Party roster and report to the most authoritative 
Party committee. Only if it is regarded as necessary by 
the Party committee involved may an effort be made to 
alter his intention to quit. But if any member or can- 
didate member who requests release has already committed 
serious infractions of discipline which would constitute 
grounds for expulsion, his decision to terminate his mem- 
bership shall be regarded as an expulsion. This is for 
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~* ™intin* out that quitting the Party is a the purpose of . J°^ting ou£a£    aJ a member .involves con- 
freedom, but entering tne ux vj .«*» . ,.«., ■■ 
ditions whicji are ^^^^embers.who ^eft. the Party 

Concerning former rar^  m v     ■   j"Party members, 
of their own free ^l.aad *lsn to.reg^ y ^^ 
no firm regulations hav^ b£!*Jgf*      '^admission of a 
berately to dlf*e*enfciaM ^etjjjil the -W^.^ left the 
person who was expelled and tww oi       v   yari0U3 strata- 
Party of hi.ä OWn volition.     a^/^eaamlttihg to mem- 
g-ns to be employed in ^he matteroi.^  * ''Among these 
S^ahip Persons nc, longer ^^J^n thl lapse 
stratagems are; .goring in v •   f caiididacy or eli- 
in membership,   sh0^tenlnf^LSrentirely'the duration 
minating ^entirely or igoring J^eiy A11 these 
of the former membership J^™J ™lth tne' same reasons 
factors must be weighed,  together wit^n p and 
which, led the candidate  involved to qu       .       bership.     it 
his activities during and aft^^ ^ |ho has ever 
Is a truism,, of course,  that any g|°D^o?5by demonstrated 
requested freedom ^om the Party has ther^.        ^^ 
incertitude :^,M8 pol^tloal attitude       .^ up^ulldlns 
U

or?heh?a?rrinenew ?erritoriS,  this .liberal strategy 
mustbe carried out. ^        forced by the . .:>^«B  of the P^uy wno ha/e  D        QiiB ^ fee 

state.of affairs to brea^ oti  ^nex applications 
Party must be ^admitted as  ^^^W?ea*on for 
are received, and ^f?^^^^ the Party have, been veri- their breaking re If ions with the rar y. ljwolved. 
fled by the central jof^tee ol   wr -      latlons>   every 

According to the Cnnstitutionax    e| _ 

application for »«g'f J^Ke^S? member (a)  of -. 
me.nts of ^P^^i^S-t^sSd 2d acted/upon by a 
the Party and ;must be. J^^^^^iction,   and verified ■ meeting of the J^^having Jurisdlct,      ^ ^ admlsslon ., 

by a higher Party Z°mm\atn^Ta,vrled Out with reel-       > as a'candidate, member is to be cjrriea involved.     ; 
tation-of the.Party oath by the^canama^A   oath be taken 
There are'those who PW^^JX^/aa. a candidate- 
only once,   i.e.,  at the "£!    hit) is decided upon, 
member,  or at; the t^e membersnip xj tltion of the 
Based «ÄJ^-SeSAB Ä 'ti« end of.- 
Party oath has an lnliu^°JJ(J"+e    the two-fold repeti- 
indoctrination 'öf each °f ^^^ the Constitution, 
tion of the Party oath is re^tTtnthln f accep. Experience-has shown that on the pro ox 
tance of new members,^the^applicable,rules of * 
tuion are not being observed,  or are 
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ciently. For example, a person Who is accepted as a candir 
date for membership does not'know how long he will have to 
wait before final installation* This shows., that the rule 
on classification of prospective members into four groups, 
a classification which also determines the.period of wait- 
ing, is not being observed, or/16 insuff■ic.iently observed. 
As a result,1 .-;the ranking of candidate members cannot be 
observed as it should be. In this connection, it must 
also be noted that the problem still exists df, candidate 
members failing id'..fulfill their,responsibilities as de- 
termined by- the Constitution.  It frequently; happens that 
a member acts äs -sponsor for a candidate member without 
knowing the' candidate member well. He goes along as 
sponsor only-at the request of, fijome comrade member who 
vouches for the candidate, thus trusting the data given 
him by the. comrade member. This weakheäs must.be over- 
come because: it. shows an attitude which is not; earnest, 
and in addition indicates a lack of alertness. Current 
experience also demonstrates that Party committees involved 
are not fulfilling their duty toward candidates in the 
matter of giving elementary Party indoctrihatinn and in 
examining the political qualities of a candidate. There 
is evidence that in admitting candidate members to member- 
ship, Party .commit tees take the easy course of admitting 
every candidate, which is to say, that of noting those 
of his qualities and activities which appear most favor- 
able, whether he. possesses little or much education. 
That the level, .of knowledge of every candidate should 
affect'the length of the period before his elevation to 
membership is implied in the Program and the Constitution . 
of the Party* a fact which cannot be denied. But the 
real fact here is that every assistance is given by the 
involved Party committee tö candidate members, the majo- 
rity of whom come from the working and peasant classes 
and do not have the education to enable them to promptly 
assimilate the Program and Constitution of the Party. 
If this attitude ;is allowed to continue, the result can 
only be a weakening of the proletarian and semi-prole- 
tarian elements in the Party* As determined in the Consti- 
tution, seniority is an important factor for eligibility 
as a member Of Party committees and for sponsorship for 
acceptance of new members.  If promotion to membership of 
candidate members of agrarian or working class origin 
is delayed by the Indifference of the Party committees 
to providing education to enable them to reach the stan- 
dards for acceptance as members, then, directly or indi- 
rectly, this is going to mean fewer rights and opportunl« 
ties for the proletarian and semi-proletarian elements 
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, -. , ,  - wu<« in tv»t» Partv, and a smaller percentage 

trained for the reception J^^^Stltttttonal Regula- 

SanVe^^^ upon ornrati?yine,tne acceP^ncfof a^candi^te the 
appropriate IffM™***,^^^^ £    to 
to «^hf je ideaö freely with g P^ .^ ..^ artis .. 

™Sse in enteringtK ?arty W De f tained. -  ^ purpose in enj^  toward the working class of cities 

and vilfages'tf ,^rta-^^^fU^lV see.s order that in; tfi.e'-Party memberehip, ^ |n^^e^riat, the 
that a .majority. cannot he drawn from the P£S;.wlth'other 
proletarian.element will ** leaBJQ

b^Jf*S; i.e*. *°  ^at 

elements of ; the. working class. *°™^Xin*he.member- 
the percentage of, the P^01^^^^61^?! Party committees 
ship *^+o«f?titutj a large total the ^ty^c   ^ 
must exerVall efforts Jjwara MP r  b  ^.f   the 
indoctrination to oandldato ^f^s Workers, so that these 
group consisting Of workers or^ ^rm worKers^   .    become 
fan be accepted as members at the Jjf&t *lme ana 
more active' in carrying out their duties^ it is 
portant to .indoctrinate candidate fg^%nd the PoiiCy 
understanding. ^e,f ^^^^into a Communist cell with 

that tAfn SS^^Ä^-^- class composition 

of our Party P;«^!etariL loeo£|y ana ?he proletarian 
^V£e?& Partyleeaute", as haf already seen stated 
line or the rar^y. "~"°;;  ■«»♦■«winln'* factors are by Comrade Liu Bhao-Ch-1,  the Jeter11^,1 aci, 
political atrussla and the political ll^e of our r  y, 

taeologlcal ^J^*^^PS"2«*Ä aoes not 

SäE. ?sfStSf I iiaJof1?^^^^ 
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determine their nature. Even though the majority .of their 
members come-from the working class, those, labor part Ires 
do not represent the working class,, . 

But with a proletarian: .element. which. is .not minimal 
within the Party, together; with" a! broad-and extensive ■in- 
doctrination-concerning Marxism-Leninism as, the factor- 
leading to. salvation of the proletariat, then oertaihly 
there will ensue>an Increment in the strength of the pro- 
letarian ; ideology within the party and; in ;£he strength'of 
the.paroie.tarlan line of the Party. ' ■'• •*•" . J/ 

Concerning. the duties and rights,., of .members, the -v. 
formulation of the presenti.CtiristItutional Regulations ■"•■■'■•  - '; 
have been improved,, so thatoprobably they, will be more 
capable 6t assuring, the normal flourishing of.- the internal ■■ 
life of bur/,P&rty* so' that iÜey,will be „capable of ele- ■> 
vat in? the activity and the feelirig of. responsibility, of 
the members-as respects the Party's struggle*.; and will 
assure a unity of. action of the Party.   ,,,1/  ■ 

In the present Constitutional Regulations, for the 
first time there are listed as duties of Party members: 
Attendance-at meetings and courses of the Party-, and rea- 
ding and distribution of-dallies and circulars.of the 
Party. This-'is ^because, of course, these are duties which 
must be carried, .out by every member, and so ...far as possible,, 
by every candidate ;member. In carrying out these primary 
duties, the conditions will have been fulfilled for carry- 
ing out the secondary duty, i.e., industriously and con- 
tinuously studying and endeavoring to understand,Marxism- 
Leninism and- Its utilization in solving concrete problems. 
These secondary, duties are also duties,of great importance, ■ 
because herein lies'the factor which determines whether 
any Party member.will be able to render proper aid in the 
class struggle. Without a high level of awareness and 
understanding of Marxism-Leninism, it is not possible 
for any Party member' to further the class struggle in a 
conscious and appropriate manner, and it is not possible 
for him to become a good Party member. , For that reason, 
the level of awareness arid-understanding of any member- 
as respects Marxism-Leninism becomes a'measure of the-- 
extent of support which •can' be rendered by that Party 
member to the Party and the class;struggle, while the 
lower his understanding, the more the support which he 
will be able to give is contravened. "■•'.' 

We can see without an-extensive explanation, as is 
stated in the Preamble, that the' solidarity and unity of 
our Party constitutes the spirit,and the strength of the 
Party.  In its conflicts, our Party, w,ill be able to ■• 
achieve victory if its policy is a true and correct one. 
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But with political teulwe ard reflations alone^ we shall 
St he: able to. overcome our «£*•£    10 this end, ^ur 

not'only among its members but^PJJ1^^™ now 
Our Party, which has alJeaJy,,f^?^ .^aa5e -•* varying in 
possesses * A^f °^J ]££>£ nature- as well Is seniority, in social origin and in n^u   össös an 0ld 
field'of. employment., ^ Party, *asa £aa.*.e which comes 
Guard and a New one* accördih|l| has a c     ,unlversity 
from workers,. £^J^asähts, iröffl *ne *£      ^ ^ 
students, intellectuals, etc. ^^^Sed,: but also 
points of strength, which must ^fcoSumiy be hacked 
their points of „weakness which must °°^inuai y 
away at..This cadre in Its entlrety cons _ 
Party's backbone, and ^e Party s -streng* wii ^^ 
plied If unity, .and solidarity are °£^gt .; f.. reSpeot and 
To achieve •-this, there must be a mutuality 01 ie»v 
a mutuality of .study. determined • in .the Constitu- 

Other duties ^nion duties of carrying 
tional Regulations, in ^""£ ware those of combating 
out criticism and ^"-^"äj^JaStion and an attitude 

oTarÄ™^^^ 

zatlon, andjorallty. lalned Above,-victory In our 
Partyu1thr5|ÄLde upon the support of the jag«. 

rVr^rrsnyitaBglg SÄ-^,« 
about it from people who have become rar^y "»*""*' 
aDouT» *,w >  X^A„ ,rin   fiT>at krow communists socially. 
STtÄSSl L^uaSlnof with tho|,. Collate will   , 
A •iSLb0-Sg.1SJfrt" oplfr co^us*asloLu/ 
riftfft^e ^:.r^^Jrs4

0'ftSr«^*2-BfiS!:J behavior In every-day ;r^a"°^'b^h^saes as people 
wUe'behav°iÄ8not SeÄlfln da ^-ntaota, 
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etc., then this "will infallibly alienate us, as Communists, 
from the people. ? This means also the alienation of our 
Party from'the mass of the people. It is for this reason 
that it is made explicit in the Party oath that we, as 
Communists, must hot only become an example" in the struggle 
for our native land and people, but must{also.endeavor 
to become exemplary in our dally 1 ife*v-. This ls: what is 
meant in the'.Constitutional Regulations about communists' 
duty to el;evate!tiieir.moral tone*. ' '■■• ■ -■'• 

' .As'; {respects-the {rights, of m^mber's^'determined;,in 
the Cbhstitu^ional iReguiätlo.ns, .there is one thing which 
heeds explanation/ ■ That is öo^cörhing ..the right of ,.a 
member t$"defend."his.. £pihl0h,rlf h^$?es. hot agree.with 

, any deöisiöhf! while; at ill fe^lnä ötölgedto conform 7 to that 
decision ^unquestionably» .'.-'        .!'.       ;■*;.■•••■' 

Solidarity "and unity within our.Pärty'är*e' ödncelved 
on the basis of a uhiversality of Ideology, to?  that rea- 
son, the Universality, claimed by our Party Is. a univer- 
sality in every; principal, basic matter.-' Nonetheless, 
within bur Party'the•possibility of differences of opinion 
arising cannot be avoided, and on the .otherhahd a uni- 
versality Of' ''opinion cannot be achieved by force. ■ But 

;;aslde from.that, our Party absolutely, requires unity of 
action in all.practical matters. For that reason the most 
appropriate resolution of this two-fold'contradiction 
cannot be other than.: the principle", that every Party member 
must obey the.Party organisation, the/lessor faction must 
defer to the greater faction, lower organizations must 
obey those above them, and the entire Party organization 
must obey'the Central Committee. The Party herewith com- 
mands every member whose opinion may differ to carry 
;Out Party decisions unconditionally in his actions. None- 
theless, the Party member involved has,the .right to defend 
his opinion and to express it in front of'the Party organi- 
zation to which he belongs and to higher bodies of Party 
leadership.. The Party organization {is not allowed to 
compel him with;disciplinary force"to give up his opinion. 
This will not harm the Party at all, but even be to its 
advantage," Provided then that the Party's decisions are 
based on the truth and a member with a different opinion 
is willing.to yield to the truth, he will eventually 
recognize happily and full of confidence the Party's jus- 
tice and his own error. But when, for example, it appears 
later that the truth lies on. the side of the minority, 
this arrangement makes it possible.that the protection 
of a minority right aids and facilitates the Party's 
efforts to find the truth. 

Finally ^' after deleting a separate chapter on 
recognition and discipline and deleting all the rules on 
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recognition., we introduce, here,- in the chapter on member- 
ship, rules on Party discipline. Except for' the formula- 
tions in separate, sections on,hoif to decide on.discipli- 
nary action, and' the nature of these act ions,,,: we, also in- 
clude reminders';on disciplinary action in the articles 
oh.the duties and rights of members« This reminder is 
considered to be important for the rules of" the^.Constitu- 
tion on duties and rights of the members to.be truly ad- 
hered to, and because disciplinary action is^.t^e.''.result 
of violations of1':duties and rights of..memberöV-;,, 

The rules on.recognition have be^n deleted for 
two reasonsi First, experience,:has shown how,"difficult 
it is to express all Kinds'of appreciation, in-a-formal 
mariner. Giving,-ihö^e important and responsible assign- 
ments to members-; and offlci^lEi. -of the Party .in:accordance 
with their qualiiy and intellect»appears indeed to be 
the very best form of recognition by the1 Party* •:•,'This shows 
that a formal token of appreciation is.unnecessary. The 
second importaht'reason is that such article's,'would set a 
bad example. Basically» we* Communist's do' not work to" 
receive appreciation. We work in the interest - of the 
people'.-'' When the people give us their confidence because 
of'the results-and energy of our-labor, then^that is the. 
highest form-.of-appreciation for.us members of-the Commu- 
nist-Party. .But this does not. mean that there, could not 
be a possibility at all for a higher committee,to praise 
a lower one,, or,.for a committee to praise Party members 
who display extraordinary merits.      •,'; 

III.  On System, and. Principles of Organization.. . 

Comrades:'.'. /The rules of the present Constitution 
declare that within., the Party structure there are to be 
Party organizations higher than the Party Section but 
definitely .still under the CDB /Comite.Daerah Besar - 
Committee' for''.a,--Daerah Besar or region of the size of a ,, 
former, provincej.v, : These will be island and-city organiza- 
tions founded"on, islands .and in cities named by the Cen-'.,. 
tral Committee,.,and an organization for the special region 
of Jogjakarta;,; The idea is that the several CDBs will be 
able to give better guidance to Party organizations an 
islands where.the society.forms a true entity and in cities 
considered important on account of their vitality or num- 
ber of inhabitants. .,"- 

The."existence of a. Party, organization for the 
special region Jogjakarta is deemed necessary exclusively 
because this is evidently sti.ll a special region which 
needs its own Party committee to coordinate the Party 
Sections in its territory. 
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v/hen Act 1 of 195? regarding ,regional autonomy became 
law, it wiped out the province designation, and consequently 
the names. Provincial Party and Provincial Committee.  In 
their place--are mentioned Party of ä Daerah .BesÄr and •" 
Committee: of ä Daerah Besar. As name for; the Party of a 
Daerah Besar"it is sufficient to.mention'the name of the 
Party 'followed by the name of-the Daerah Besar, etg., for 
the organization called Party of the Daerah Be'sar of East 
Javalt'ls sufficient to say "PKI East Java", and its com- 
mittee is called "Committee PKI East.Java1':...; .;'*">'■■ 

Also because there-are no more kabupaten £Iessdr 
regiohsji a distinction hag to be made in., the■ names of 
Party ;:Sectibhs'' öt cities and former kabupatens Of the same 
name."■■--'■fyiiiB •involves1, that for Party Section's of cities 
the word ■"city" will have to be added tö'the names, while 
for former kabupatens it, is sufficient to add the/iiame - 
of the'particular region. For instance: The Committee 
of the Section-of the City of, Bogor we refer to as COm^ 
mittee of the Section of the City of Bogor", while the 
committee' of the former kabupaten of Bogor we refer to - 
as "Committee^ of"the Section of Bogor", .    '■'■'; 

";0n:Party-conventions and conferences for-the elec- 
tion of committees,' the rules of the Constitution now'de- 
mand the Installation of election committees to propose 
the manner Of electing and to. compile" registers of can-'- 
didates on :th'e'basis of nominations... 

On 'the' election methods itself, whether they be/ 
written and secret or public, the rules of the Constitu- 
tion do not decide anything at all." This is because secret 
and publicfelections have both their good and bad aspects; 
the time of the election and the particular problem in- 
volved may-change the views on this subject. A decision, 
therefore,/iä ;left to the meeting concerned with the 
proposals:of the election committee. 

The Constitution has now introduced articles gover- 
ning the age of "members eligible for bandate of Party 
Committee.- ''This article is important for the establish- 
ment of stable Party Committees, because the age of the 
members appears7 to- be a measure of their quality. But 
age alone is insufficient to measure someone s quality. 
There are other and no less important factors to be weighed 
deliberately, such as ideological purity seen from a ;. 
political as well as a moral viewpoint, devotion and Sin- 
cerity, etc. These problems are difficult to discuss'tho- 
roughly in a general session. Here lies the important-' 
duty of the Election Committee that has to compile the 
register of candidates.: /Members of the election committees 
should therefore be.really trustworthy Party members. ' 
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Since the best distributipn of Party leaders and the 
temporary location of officials'Is of great importance for 
the development of the Par!ty,.the regulations, of the Con- 
stitution now give the high'er party committees the autho- 
rity to transfer* if necessary,' Officials of lower Party 
organiss at ions. "   ''.■:■■   :.•'■■■.  A,  • , 

"''In. this connection, we must, finally mention the rules 
of the .-Constitution on the right of- löwer-Party organizations 
to propose changes to Party organizations one level higher 
in'decisions which they consider to be contrary to regional 
circumstances and certain interests. This is clearly< aimed 
at bringing about the pure principle of democratic cen- 
tralism in the relationship between higher and lower party 
organizations.  Some fear' that this opportunity can be 
abused.to delay the execution of a decision. This can, 
of course, be the case. But on the other hand, if this 
really; happens, it can even help to disclose the untidy 
nature of a lower organization.  It is clear that such a 
regulation will aid every lower organization to execute, 
decisions of.- higher ones sincerely and creatively. 

IV." Oh the.'Central Organization of the *_ Party. 

Comrades:  Only two matters need to be clarified 
regarding the regulations on the Central 'Organization.,of 
the Party. .First the problem connected with the National 
Congress of,the Party.  In the present regulations of the 
Constitution, the National Congress of the Party convenes 
only once every five years.  This is due to the difficul- • 
ties of organizing the Congress and the time necessary to 
carry out its decisions.  With regard to the long interval, 
we have to remember that considerable time is necessary 
to organize a Congress and also to execute Its decisions. 
One of the: reasons is the nature of our country, which  ;: 

consists of widely scattered islands -'With difficult com- •' 
munications. ■ This means that each Central Committee Just - \ 
chosen by the Congress would have only little time to exe- 
cute its decisions because it would.have to start soon 
with preparations for the next Congress'.- 

The ■Constitution rules that its legality is not 
only based on the amount of delegates representing more 
than half the members, but it must also represent at.--. 
least one-third of the Daerah Besar organizations. - This 
is important to preserve the unity of our Party in a na- n 

tional sense. Not only should we judge our Daerah Besar 
organizations on the basis of their membership but also 
on the basis of tribal considerations. 

The,Constitution how5also governs the position of 
members and candidates of the Central Committee during 
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the' Congress,''that: Is to say. all; those who; are not delegates 
but are present w^th- the right to speak, however/» without •"■"■ 
the right to; vote" on ^decisions.■■■  yThis was 4nplüÄed^ for the : 

sake of completeness.     "' .-■ V -j. ■■•" H '     ':'----:   ■'.■'•■"'•• i,:-:' 
Secondly, everything conheöted with, th® Central 

Committee; -The''Constitution now declares that'the Central 
Committee not only'establishes the Politbureauand the 
Secretariat but also the Daily Council of the'Politbureau.' 
This council 'Is.' necessary- to' enable the Secretariat of the 
CC - to execute'•fully the'' daily routines of the CC- - The im- 
portant daily;'decisions will then be taken'care of by the 
Daily Council of-.the.Politbureau; This step was taken 
because of the5.experiences explained by comrade-'£* Fr'Aidit 
in his report to-the si^th plenary session; of the CG." : He 
explained that since":the Polltbureau Can often' not; convene, 
very often the' Secretariat of the CC had tb take- care not 
only of the daily i routine of the CC, but that - it'•• was also 
forced to assume' the duties of the central organization of 
the Party.    •. :■■-.:■■■ [■-■■ 

In addition, the title secretary general has been 
replaced in the constitution by chairman. This:,'does not 
mean any real change, because as long as we have had a 
secretary general,'he was also chairman of the'/'CCi and' con- 
sequently chairman of the whole Party. • 

In the Const I tut ion are now also menttoned:> the 
Secretaries of the.CC-Instead of- the former functions-Of 
Head and Assistant Head''of the Secretariat of the '•'■CO. ■•■'■• 

V. On, the Regional .Party Organizations. ": 

Comrades: • The...rales of the Constitution on the ■ 
regional Party organizations-need only one clarification,  ' 
i.e*, regarding the'regional. Party Conference. '■'     . :.?:.^:: •• 

In the Constitution.only'two kinds Of conferenceö 
are now mentionedi We treat, fir'st the conference with the- ;- 
status of a regional-congress,'"v.rhich means that it "func-.;'; v' 
t Ions' as the highest ^leading body of 'regional Party brgani-" 
zation. Delegates to such a.conference are chosen by a:: 
Party conference-on an-immediately lower level, and guided 
by the Presidium that-hot only leads the conference bütv - 
also exercises the functions and powers of the Party ;i 

Committee as long as the conference lasts. 
''■■■■■   Secondly the Constitution mentions the interim 

held'between two conferences. : If we comparethis with 
the Central Organization* - the interim conference has the' 
same status and functions as the ;National Party Conference. 
In keeping with its status .and:function;, this interim- 
conference' is being attended-by delegates-chosen by the 
full sessions of the committees directly one level lower. 
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Its decisions are valid only after they have been legalized 
by the Party Committee concerned. It should not be neces- 
sary to explain that the leadership of aft'interim Confe- 
rence rests in the hands of the Party Committee to which 
it belongs. ''   '■ 

VI. On the Basic Organizations of the Party.- 

Comrades: The rules of the Constitutioh have now 
decided upon namfes for the variqiis fundamental organiza- 
tioriö of the Party. Previously we explained that they are 
called Party Resorts, or to put it in another way, the 
Party Resort In the basic organization of the Party. How- 
ever, in the present: Constitution this is mentioried in ä 
different tui^ri?er* It mentiotis pM  förmö of basic organi- 
zation. Firp4.:, one of less than 100 members, called the 
Party Resort;, and second, one with 100 members or more, 
called Resort Besar Partai [Party of a major Resort]. 

Under the latter, several Party resorts will be 
formed. Although such a Party resort would be under a 
major resort * it will have the same status as an ordinary 
Party resort in the sense that it has the same duties as 
mentioned in the Constitution, but it cannot be called 
a basic Party organization. The reason is that in their 
case the Party of a major resort will have the status of 
basic organization. This is because the Constitution 
decides that every factory, mine, village, hovel, highway, 
industry, school, teachers college, office and other 
place of business, regardless of the number of Party 
members (from three to hundreds of people) shall have 
only one organizational Party unit. 

If, for instance, a Committee of a Subsection der 
clares that it leads a certain resort, it is naturally 
not a part of a resort under a Party of a majbr resort. :.'.'; 
The status and duty of a Committee of a subsection is 
to coordinate and lead a fundamental Party organization, 
while a Party tesort under and within a Party of a 
major resort cannot be a basic Party organization. 

-The Constitution now opens the opportunity for 
the membership of a group to reach a maximum of 10 persons. 
Although the Constitution does not regulate this, it is 
proper to observe in organizing a group that the female 
members are organized separately. Experience has taught 
that this helps to stimulate more active female leaders. 
We must remember that these groups exist only to facili- 
tate the work, and no matter how active they may be, 
they should not be allowed to assume the duties of the 
Party resort. Through the groups the activity of the 
members must be unified and centralized by the Party 
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resort until it really acts like a single body. To make 
this clearer, we state that a Resort Committee is not 
allowed to act as a higher level organization, but must 
remain a leading group which guides the work of all its 
members in a direct manner. 

The basic organization of the Party is a chain 
link connecting the Party with the masses^ It is there- 
fore an important duty Of the leading Party organizations 
to inspect and improve constantly these basic organiza- 
tions, it is a disturbing weakness that higher Party 
organizations have the habit of pushing and ordering the 
fundamental bodies just to make th^m execute given instruc- 
tions, but that they do not provide sufficient education 
and concrete help tö the members of their basic organi- 
zations. With all our energy we tüüSt strive to eliminate 
this weakness. ": ( 

VII. On the_Party Delegations in Organizations not 
Belonging to the Party 7"      . ' ;;;•' . ~\     ~~ 

Comrades: On this subject the Constitution has now 
made two changes that look like improvements. First, re- 
garding the., delgatipns of the Party in the representative 
councils of the Central Government and of the regions. 
With the importance of the work in the representative 
councils in mind, the rules regarding our Party delega- 
tions have been formulated in a separate and more complete 
chapter. . 

Work in the representative councils of the Central 
Government and the regions is important, not Only politi- 
cally for the Party, but also for the struggle to attain 
concrete improvements, however small, for the people. 
If every member of Party delegations in the representative 
councils really performs his work guided by complete under- 
standing thereof , the people will understand better and 
be more convinced of the importance of the representative 
councils as organizations that defend and fight for the 
rights and claims of the masses. Here lies the strength 
of the people to. fight for, maintain and enlarge the 
rights of the representative councils. 

But the work in the representative councils contains 
a danger that may destroy or weaken the ideology of the 
members of our. delegations because of the benefits that 
come with their membership of these councils. The Consti- 
tution therefore decides that members of our delegations 
in representative councils must watch their own standing 
and that of the party carefully. They must always live 
moderately, show an open mind in their contacts with the 
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people and always place the Party above their.own interests. 
The second change is that the position and rights 

of these Party delegations in the National Congress and 
the Conferences be arranged by the Party committee involved. 
This means that the Party committees use their discretion 
to see that Party delegations are represented as adequately 
as possible in the National Congress and the Party Confe- 
renches, . I-, '•"-^ 

VIII. On Party Committees Entrusted with Supervision and 
Control 7"*" ';      ■ .,...,-■•. ■ ■. .-;■ 

Comrades: The Constitution shows great changes on 
this subject In addition to the method of;establishing 
a Verification Commission it now stipulates that a Control 
Commission Y'ill not only be formed at the top, but will 
also be a jmrmanent part of regional Party organizations 
down to the level of sections. 

The duties of the Control Commission promote the 
work of developing the Party and the consolidation of the 
results that have been reached. 

Now, its duty is not only to receive complaints and 
requests of that nature, but also to investigate actively 
and in an organized manner the execution of the constitu- 
tion in organizational, political, ideological and moral 
matters.    . 

Whereas the.Verification Commission has to report 
and account directly to the National Congress or the Party 
Conference, the Control Commission is established by, and 
works under, a Party committee. This means that every de- 
cision of a Control Commission is in accordance with the 
policies of the Party committee involved. 

The Constitution explains that.the Verification 
Commission has to inspect the Party administration, the 
accounting and use-of its finances, its inventory and 
productive enterprises* Theäe duties will not only be 
executed in a purely administrative manner. It is the 
Verification Commission's duty to thwart bureaucracy in 
the work of Party committees; for instance, in their 
correspondence, reports, instructions, accounting, etc. 

When we take a short look at financial matters, we 
have to explain that the Constitution does not clearly 
state the duty of every member to report personally col- 
lections and expenses of the Party for which he is respon- 
sible to the particular member of the Party Committee 
entrusted with this duty. This is meant to aid the ser- 
vices of the Party responsible for the receipt and collec- 
tion of contributions and donations. These services must 
also energetically pursue methods that facilitate and 
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speedup the collection of Party finances.  : ; . 
A minimum regarding membership dues is also explained. 

It means that discretion has to be used to arrive:at the 
amount of contributionsi of members belongingtoone  income 
group. As example we take the»group that receives a gross 
income between 250; 00 rupiahs a?id 500*00 rupiahs« Taking 
into account the number of dependents of the members in- 
volved, it should be proper that members making across 
of 500*00 rupiahs should not pay only 1.00 rupiah, like 
those grossing 250.00 rupiahs; 

IX. On the Relationship.fee^ween the Party and Youth. ; 

Comrades: This is an entirely new chapter. The 
history of our struggle for independence demonstrates the 
important part that has been played and is still being 
played by our youth, We can now give testimony .to the 
great number of Party leaders and leaders Of labpr;organi- 
zations, organizations of farmers, women, etc; who ori- 
ginate from the youth movement. We also want to bear 
testimony to the great help of our youth in important 
actions and campaigns, as e.g., the general elections and 
the taking over of Dutch.enterprises. All this shows that 
youth is our most trusted reserve material and a strong 
support for our Party. 

Which youth organization has proven itself to be 
the source of reserve energy and the support Of our Party? 

The experience up; to now and the evidence point to 
the youth organization PemudaRakjat fYouth of the People]. 

Confirming the connection of the Party with Pemuda 
Rakjat in the constitution makes the Party responsible 
for all that the constitution formulates on this subject. 
Party organizations of all levels must give careful con- 
sideration to the work t?f Pemuda Rakjat in matters of 
ideology and organization, guide it in teaching the 
Marxist-Leninist theories/to all members, and see to it 
that close relations are assured between Pemuda Rakjat 
and the unorganized youth. 

This all means that Pemuda Rakjat as a mass organi- 
zation of youth stands on its own; only political and ideo- 
logical leadership belongs to our Party. 

Our youth is our future, heir of all our struggles. 
We are therefore convinced that all our Party organizations 
will not neglect their task, as stipulated by the consti- 
tution. ■ 

Comrades; So far the explanations that I deem 
necessary, for the plan to change the constitution of our 
Party.     . ■••;.-.. ■'■■■■■ 
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The commission for the reform of the constitution, 
of which I am the president, has already received enough 
proposals for corrections and suggestions, also approval 
of the plan to reform the constitution. This plan has 
been sent to all Party organizations as basis of discus- 
sion in preparation for the Congress together with the 
Thesis plan and the plan to revise the Program. The 
Commission received not less than 158 proposals for cor- 
rection, There are such proposals that can be accepted, 
others that can be accepted partially, and others that 
cannot be accepted at ail*, although they are not wrong 
but considered riot to be urgent. On the whole, these 
proposals for change were not against the plan> but tried 
to make it: zaore complete. 

The document that has now been issued to our com- 
rades has already been changed and improved on the basis 
of the proposals we received. If there still are com- 
rades who feel the necessity to propose new changes, 
again I advise that this matter be taken up with the 
Resolution Commission. 

Finally, comrades, to close this report, I would 
like to remind you that as before, our Party will still have 
to face many heavy tests. But I can say with certainty that 
the difficulties experienced by the Party and the majority of 
its members, as well as the confused situations, really do 
not have to happen again, since the reason was lack of 
theoretical preparation of our Party. 

Our Party is the Party of a still backward country, 
a still semi-feudal country with a proletariat not only 
small in numbers when compared with the farmers and bour- 
geois classes, but small generally; also young when com- 
pared with the European proletariat, and with a backward 
culture when compared to the culture of the bourgeois 
classes. But by blending political struggle with ideo- 
logical education and leadership and Marxist-Leninist 
leadership, as has been shown by the Central Committee 
of the Party under Comrade Aidit's guidance, our Party 
can surely keep on developing and progressing in accor- 
dance with the articles and quality of the Marxist-Leninist 
Party, just like the Communist parties in already advanced 
capitalist countries, until it becomes the pride of the 
workers of Indonesia and of the workers' movement of the 
whole world. 

With such a Party, no matter how great the obstacles 
and difficulties we face, we can surely conquer them. 

Long live the Communist Party of Indonesia, with all 
who love it, and its chairman, Comrade Aidit. 

10,161 
10,319 -END- 
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